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??? Rozvany?Olhoff? Bendsøe [3,4]?????????????(homogenization theory)?
????????? Mlejenk? Schirrmacher[5]?BendsØe? Haber [6]???????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????? ????????????????????????(power-law approach)???
SIMP (Solid Isotropic Microstructure with Penalization)????? Bendsøe[7]????????



















































6. ????? (? SIMP??)?????????????????? ??????????
???????(direct method)????(adjoint method)?????(virtual-load method)??[10] 
7. ??????????????????????? ?????????????????
?????????????????????(checkerboard-like)????? ???? Sigmud 
??? mesh-dependence???(filter)??[11] 
8. ?? 5????????? 7????????????MMA??????????? ?
????(large scale)??????????????????????????????
(approximation method)?????????????(explicit approximation function)??????
???????????????????????? 




12. ?????????? 3????????????????????? SIMP?????
????? ???????????????????????????????????? 



















    ????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? ?????
?????????? 2??????? m7µ ? ????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ???
??????????????????? ( )2310180 mNE µ×= ????? NFin µ1000= ???
??????? 0.2????????????????????????????? 
Find X 
Maximize outUXf =)(  (???????????)                    (1) 
or maximize  inout FFXf /)( =  (???????)                    (2) 
s.t. allowable
T VXvXg ≤= )()( ρ                                (3) 












    ? 3 ?????????? ? 4?????????????????????????















    ? 5 ?????????? ? 6?????????????????????????
??? 0.0106941 ?m ??????????????? 0.00774456 ?m ?m???????
? 0.7242? 
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